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The words “Journey Maps” have become standard customer experience
terminology. But, why does it mean different things to different organizations. The
practice of journey mapping is quite different based on whom you are talking to.
We’ve broken down journey mapping to help you pick what’s best for you.
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Tier 1: Customer Lifecycle The easiest and most

the customer’s perspective. Tier 1 maps typically

cost effective way to start mapping is create a
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Tier 2: Moment of Truth Map In order to
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customer persona, a moment of truth, life
event or specific phase within the customer
lifecycle, a Tier 2 journey map can be used and
typically requires primary customer research.
For example, a warranty provider may want to
understand the experience when a customer
breaks their mobile phone and needs to get it
replaced, or a health plan wants to explore the
experience of customers approaching age 65,
a key trigger to purchase Medicare products.
Andrew Reise has a proven approach to
uncovering in depth insights in order to
create Tier 2 journey maps.
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cannot afford to wait. We can help.
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We speak

Customer.
• We have a unique methodology that leverages existing research, voice of customer data
and in depth primary research that can be tailored to fit the needs of the project and your budget

• Our proven approach uncovers a deeper, emotional understanding of the customer journey

• We identify insight driven opportunities to change consumer behavior in order to
achieve improved business outcomes

• We connect the customer journey to the company strategy and brand promise

• We will help you determine whether current state (‘find and fix’) or future state (new
product/experience design) mapping is best for your company
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